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Abstract: Online social networks have a lot of information. But often people do not provide personal information, such as age, gender and other demographic data, although the confidence analysis uses such information to develop useful applications in people's daily lives. But there is still a failure in this type of analysis, whether by the limited number of words contained in the word dictionary or because they do not consider the most diverse parameters. Can influence feelings in sentences; Therefore, more reliable results will be obtained if considering user profile data and user writing style. This research shows that one of the most relevant parameters contained in the user profile is the age group, which shows that there is normal behavior among users of the same age group, especially when these users write about. With the same topic. Detailed analysis with 7000 sentences has been conducted to determine which features are relevant, such as the creation of punctuation, number of characters, sharing of media, other topics, and which ones can ignore the age group classification. Different learning machine algorithms have been tested for the classification of adolescent and adult groups and the Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) has the highest accuracy with accuracy up to 0.95 in the validation test. In addition, in order to verify the usefulness of the proposed model for age group classification, it is implemented in the Sentiment Metric (eSM) that has been improved. In performance audits, subjective tests are performed and eSM with the proposed model arrives. Mean Square Root error and Pearson's correlation coefficient of 0.25 and 0.94, respectively, are more efficient than the eSM indicators when no age group information is specified.

I. Introduction

All Users spend time browsing websites, e-commerce, reading news about sports, journalism and entertainment, including expressing their opinions and feelings in the form of comments on social networks about a variety of topics. These comments can be analyzed to assess customer satisfaction as a very useful information for service providers and product suppliers. Goldsmith and faculty [1] explore the behavior of people who use the Internet for electronic commerce and emphasize the importance of evaluating customer satisfaction in this type of service between each other. There are many applications that are used that use confidence analysis, such as psychological disease detection [2], false profile detection [3] to prevent criminals from attracting new victims. [4] Predict success or failure of political candidates Measure the spread of disease and determine the level of crime in the city. [2] There are currently many concerns and efforts to analyze data from online social networks to anticipate information that may reflect various aspects of being True today [5].

Twitter social network due to data availability policy, there are many short sentences, tweets which can be collected and analyzed. However, informal and short sentences with a large number of languages [3] require some parameters to be improved to analyze data. Among them is the age that can directly influence the final sentences of sentences [6], [7]. The general characteristics found in each period of life are considered in this type of analysis. Especially those characteristics will be clearly different in teenagers and adults. It is important to note that in some social networks, the age of the user cannot be used either on the social network itself or by the user for reasons according to the discretion. Therefore, determining the method for predicting the age of users is therefore relevant in analyzing confidence. There are few studies that take into account the influence of age and gender in a way that a person can express feelings on a blog. Blocks with accuracy up to 80.32% [9], [10].

De Jonge et al. [11] Check the abbreviations of text messages in high school and university students, such as emoticons, slang, lengths, text and spelling mistakes. Huffaker and faculty [12] examine the use of teenage language in blogs. They concluded that the most commonly used language is abbreviations and emoticons, Shapiro and the faculty. [13] Study the frequency at which teens write on social networks. Each of these tasks uses specific parameters.

In this context, the main contribution of this work is to show that parameters such as the use of punctuation, including emotional icons, the number of characters in the text or slang sentence length, the use of the Uniform Resource Locator (URL)) to share media information, . The number of people who follow, number of followers, the total number of tweets posted on social networks and topics that are relevant to increase courage Expression and accuracy in classifying age groups Some of these parameters are used in other applications such as slang, emotion icons, and sentence lengths [14] - [16]. But they do not consider parameters such as punctuation, URLs, people that users follow, followers and the total number of tweets Each of these parameters is determined after a qualitative analysis is performed manually and considers many sentences collected from Twitter. In addition, our research also considers which parameters can be discarded while classifying age groups, such as references used. @ Symbols and hashtag and message sharing Education levels are not considered in this work because they have been tested and have low accuracy. It is worth noting that the context of various topics such as health, family, politics, work environment and other considerations are considered.

In addition, it is important to note that although education has been conducted using social networks Twitter, but can be extended to other social networks because the parameters are often the same. In this research, to classify adolescents and young adults, different machine learning algorithms have been tested and neural networks. Convolutional (DCNN) to the best performance In addition, in
order to determine the usefulness of the proposed model to classify age groups, it is implemented in the Sentiment Metric (eSM) that has been improved. [18] In performance audits, subjective tests are conducted and results Compare with the following confidence indicators SentimeterBR2 [19], [20], eSM, without considering the format proposed eSM with the proposed model and eSM that considers the actual age group. These results show the relevance to determine age group parameters and benefits. Of the proposed model in confidence analysis.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The In this section, the main study of the influence of certain parameters in the classification of age groups has been observed. There is also a discussion of confidence analysis and machine learning algorithms. In the sentiment analysis, some studies have been cited to emphasize that the user's age data is an important parameter in improving the efficiency of measuring the intensity of feelings. A. The relationship between age groups and the nature of writing.

Psychology shows the difference in the behavior of people in different ages. [21], [22] In general, teens don't care about their privacy. [23] and they post and publish a number of information. A lot on social networks online It can be considered a teenager as a person of up to eighteen. That is when they reach the age of majority. But for cultural reasons, some countries use between 13 and 19 years. [21] Age information is not available in some social networks, such as Twitter. After checking that this information can actually change the results of many analyzes, research Something [3], [17], [24] trying to predict it.

One strategy used is to search for descriptions in profiles with expressions "X years", "I have X years" or "I use X years" where X represents the age of the user. However, it has been verified that on Twitter, the age profile in profile details is not a common habit. [25] Therefore, these studies will not give reliable results. It is common among young users of social networks to discuss other topics that occur in their daily lives, affecting their real world. [10] Topics such as school relationships And friends often live in this age group. [12].

Mature users relate to their own images. Then they will be more careful with the comments they write and those who can read [26]; Therefore, it is possible to find sentences that have more positive feelings, not using self-referencing, to use less denial. [8] Therefore, using slang becomes less [27]. Less about yourself can be proved by the time users online. In adulthood, users have more commitments throughout the day and teens spend more time with online media than hours per day. Then, for teenagers, social networks became an important tool to express their opinions on the world. [13].

In addition to identities of traditional identity in adults, such as topics of religion, ideology, politics and work; Adults also use online media to express opinions. Mature users are familiar with attaching images, videos or sharing links of other pages that will fill the information that begins in tweets. [28] Between these two groups, Twitter users under the age of thirteen are not considered in this research because many online social networks require users to Can be used for at least thirteen years to be able to apply Therefore, a group of teenagers consisting of users aged 13 to 20 years, also known as teenagers and adults, consists of all users aged 20 and over.

In this context, it is common to find studies that analyze the opinions of e-commerce websites and social networks by separating the feelings of that comment. There are many studies on confidence analysis. But most do not consider user profiles such as metrics Sentimeter-Br2 That is based on the dictionary, which each word has a positive or negative value of confidence This indicator considers n-grams, adverbs and no words to stop. Differences, values, confidence depend on the verbal words in which the past verbs have less confidence than the verbs of the present time, Sentimeter-Br2 That is located on Sentimeter-Br [29].

The study described in the following describes the impact of user profile data on confidence analysis with the aim of increasing the effectiveness of the confidence indicators. 1) ANEW is a study that considers data related. Users for confidence analysis [30] have studied whether the existence or absence of gender data will affect the end result. 2) SentiWordNet is a measure of connectivity. Users are used to classify polar confidence automatically aims to assist in the analysis of social media. [31].

The author analyzes how important it is to consider the user profile and later adjusting the focus of the study to cover various language analysis. Users, including gender, education level, geographic location, and age, eSM is a relationship of confidence indicators that use lexicon dictionary, Sentimeter-Br2. With the editing factor based on the user's profile information, eSM format of Fi sentences set by (1). Please note that there is an assumption that that age information exists in the user profile.

In addition to these work, others [33], [34], report that in analyzing rigorous sentiment, it is important to have indicators for the examination of the irony because this can reverse the Convinced sentences In both works, the age of the user can influence how to rank the sentences ironically. However, on Twitter, age information is confidential and not mandatory.

Similarly, [12] the author found that teenagers behave differently in the online environment and it is possible to observe certain characteristics in the writing style, such as topics that affect their world. Setting up posts about topics that do not refer to themselves and dealing with more positive information may be the characteristics of mature users [26]; While using slang is often found in sentences posted by teenage users. [27] Moreover, the need to attach the media that represents the content mentioned is the characteristics of adult users. [28].

Therefore, this work is intended to group the characteristics mentioned earlier [12], [27], [28] and others proposed in this research, such as the use of punctuation, abbreviations, symbols that express emotions and characteristics of Writing style In addition to other user information such as history, tweets, number of followers and the number of people he or she follows.

There are many machine learning models [35] that cover basic methods such as linear regression and tree models, including more sophisticated methods such as artificial neural networks or vector support. In general, machine learning is not limited to only one data analysis. But compare many models and choose the model that has the best predictive accuracy Machine learning area, also known as pattern recognition or data mining [36], involves the separation of patterns in large data sets. Often the goal is to predict the correct response variable, for example, age groups based on one or more prefixes, such as writing style.
Qualitative methods are often not considered in research about confidence analysis. [37] There is a need to filter or delete meaningless sentences that are considered the most vocal in the data warehouse by Twitter. [40] which has a lot of information. Many times in the early stages of data analysis, it is necessary to specify the main characteristics or patterns of the sample and this work is done by the experts themselves. In this context, research is conducted on a large amount of data and is filtered and covered in a population, regardless of specific people. Then even more personal information such as: "I miss you home" or "I'll start reducing carbohydrates." Do not share the user's personal information in the results. In the end, the goal is to draw patterns that exist in the manner of expression from each age group and not just in some cases.

In order to be able to work with a large amount of data and achieve the desired classification, the machine's learning algorithm is used which can provide high accuracy results. [41] For the algorithm instance that Using decision trees (J48), vector support (SMO) or artificial neural networks, the use of deep learning increases in many ways, which has occurred in recent years, such as images [42],[43]. And Strasbourg voice The deep leaning algorithm allows the computational model that consists of multiple processing layers to learn the representation of data with multiple levels of abstraction. Recently, deep learning methods have been applied to text classification. [44],[45] and the algorithm has excellent results for the classification of text patterns [46]-[49].

Deep learning is often interpreted in terms of the universal approximation theorem [50] or the probability inference [51]; The approximation theorem defines a class of universal approximations, which refers to the ability of the neural network of feeding directly with a single, limited-size mystical layer for approximately continuous functions. Interpretation of probability comes from machine learning, including inference, as well as optimization concepts such as training and testing related to adaptation and general characteristics.

The DCNN can perform classification tasks, and it is composed of multiple layers, each one computes convolutional transforms [52]. Fig. 1 shows the topology of the DCNN, in which the C variables represent the convolution layers and the S variables represent the layers pool/sample; from C1 to S2 a convolution layer is present, from S2 to C3 a sub-sampling layer is present, from C3 to S4 exist another convolution layer, and from S4 to the output a fully connected Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) is represented.

![Figure 1.0 Neural Network](image)

III. PREPARE YOUR PAPER BEFORE STYLING

Before classifying age groups that considers two phases, the data treatment extracted from social networks and the classification phase.

To obtain a more exact prediction of the age group from the tweets were extracted from the social network containing the written message and user profile information using deep learning techniques and neural networks.

To perform a detailed analysis with huge amounts of tweets to determine which characteristics are relevant, such as, the use of punctuation, number of characters, media sharing, topics, among others; and which ones can be disregarded for the age groups classification.

To use different machine learning algorithms and test for the classification of the teenager and adult age group, and the Deep Convolution Neural Network (DCNN).

To draw patterns that exist in the manner of expressing themselves from each age group, and not just a few isolated cases.

\[ eSM(Fi) = \text{Sentimeter Br2(Fi)} \times C \times \exp(a1 \times A1 + a2 \times A2 + \ldots + an \times An + g1 \times M + g2 \times F + e1 \times G + e2 \times nG + t1 \times T2 + \ldots + tm \times Tm) \]

Where:
- \( C \) is a scale constant, obtained by subjective tests
- \( a1 \ldots an \) are binary factors related to age groups \( A1\ldotsAn \) are the weight factors of each age group, been considered four groups;
- \( g1 \) and \( g2 \) are binary factors related to the gender; \( M \) and \( F \) are the weight factors of gender, man or woman, respectively;
- \( e1 \) and \( e2 \) are binary factors related to educational level (higher education or not);
- \( G \) and \( nG \) are the weight factors of educational level, higher education or not, respectively.
In order to obtain a more exact prediction of the age group, some information extracted directly from the social network was considered and some parameters that were considered important during the tests for this research. Among them is the punctuation mark, which was considered to know if the user had written some type of punctuation in the message; commas and end-point are disregarded because they are more common in any type of sentence. In this entry the symbols that express emotions, the called emoticons, were also considered as being punctuation. This last parameter has already been used in gender detection.

The use of slang has been incremented with the predefined abbreviations in a dictionary, besides the spelling variations of the words. The entry that refers to the attached media, the URL is composed by the tweet messages that contain a link pointing to another page, or some kind of attachment such as photos or videos. We also considered if the message has the markers or symbols, “#” that highlight some topic, and “@” which is used to mention the name or nickname of another user.

![Figure 2.0 Proposed System](image)

Others entry parameters considered in this work are extracted directly from the user profile and they are part of his or her history on the social network. These are the number of people the user follows, the number of followers he or she owns, and the total number of tweets posted on his or her profile.

The following parameters are considered to predict age group:

- rt: considers if the sentence is a retweet;
- arroba: this marker is represented by the symbol @;
- hashtag: this marker is represented by the symbol #;
- slang: the use of slang is considered and they are contained in the dictionary;
- punctuation: The punctuation considers characters such as """"""", ? ! ... : ( ) / and the symbols that express emotions;
- url: the message can have a link pointing to another page or some kind of attachment like photos or videos, as a media sharing, which is represented by an URL;
- characters: it is a numeric parameter that represents the amount of characters on the sentence, obeying Twitter’s counting policy;
- follow: it is a numeric parameter that represents the number of users that a specific user follows;
- followers: it is a numeric parameter that represents the number of followers each user owns;
- tweets: it is a numeric parameter that represents the total tweets the user writes on his or her profile;
- topic: the main topic of the sentence is considered;
- gender: the gender of the user who writes the message, which is represented by male and female genders;
- teenager: the parameter that represents the output of the machine learning algorithm, it is represented as teenager or no teenager (adult).

The parameters as rt, @, hashtag, slang, punctuation, URL and the definition whether the user is teenager or not are binary, because they have only the YES or NO response, if the answer is positive or negative, respectively. Also, the gender parameter is binary, in which the symbol F was assigned for woman, in the gender field, and M for man. The other entries: characters, follow, followers, tweets and topic are numeric parameters that represent the actual extracted.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

The In order to obtain the most relevant parameters, a large number of quality sentences will be analyzed to determine the characteristics of teenagers and adults, based on writing style and user profiles and profiles. Some parameters have been removed because they do not affect the final classification results, making it clear that they should not consider or use the Word2Vec format as a learning algorithm for machines that provide the best results for age group classification. The importance of considering the profile of users, data in measuring the intensity of that feeling, has been claimed in many studies.
Social networks do not provide user information or users limited personal information. In these cases, the proposed model for age group prediction is very important in improving the efficiency of emotional intensity measurements. The models we offer have better situations that are not available. In addition, the proposed model can work with other confidence measurements.
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